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The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a space and Farber’s topological complexity [3] are particu-
lar examples of a more general notion, the sectional category, introduced by Schwarz in [6]. A famous
theorem due to Eilenberg and Ganea, [2] gives a characterization of the LS category of an aspherical
space as the cohomological dimension of its fundamental group (for dimension greater than 3). In the
context of topological complexity, the generalization of the theorem of Eilenberg and Ganea, or any
other algebraic characterization of the TC of aspherical spaces, remain as one of the most interesting
open problems.

In [4] the authors developed the notion of essential cohomology classes and used it to investigate
bounds for topological complexity. The key part of their work is the construction of a spectral se-
quence, which provides a sequence of obstructions for a cohomology class to be essential. In [1], the
notion of sectional category of group monomorphisms was introduced and studied. The sectional cat-
egory of a subgroup inclusion H ↪→ G can be defined as the sectional category of the corresponding
map between Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In particular, the usual topological complexity of a group
can be seen as TC(G) = secat(∆G ↪→ G ×G).

In this ongoing project, we generalize the notion of essential cohomology classes to arbitrary
monomorphisms of groups, including the construction of a spectral sequence which encodes the ob-
struction groups for a class to be essential. Then we use them to study the sectional category of
subgroup inclusions, and to provide new lower bounds. Finally, we discuss how these new bounds
specialize to the case of usual topological complexity of groups, and the topological complexity of
group epimorphisms, as defined by [5].
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